Wood furnace wiring diagram

Clayton Wood Furnace Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified all right pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the skill and signal contacts in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives guidance not quite the relative perspective and deal of devices and terminals on
the devices, to incite in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would decree more
detail of the monster appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to
put emphasis on interconnections higher than living thing appearance. A wiring diagram is
often used to troubleshoot problems and to create definite that all the associates have been
made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams work the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical services in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use pleasing symbols for
wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not unaided play-act where something is to be installed, but moreover what type of
device is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent
light has complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a exchange story and consequently
accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that play a part the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to implement attachment of the address to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will in addition to adjoin panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or closed circuit
television or additional special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. InspectAPedia tolerates no
conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed
at this website. The photo at the top of this page shows all of the controls and wiring terminals
in a Honeywell combination fan and limit control installed horizontally on a gas furnace. The
following example of wiring a fan limit control switch is based on advice from the Honeywell
Tradeline LB. Check the test specifications provided by the manufacturer of your particular
control. The control can handle V and V devices and can also be wired to control low-voltage
devices. At V the control can switch fan motor loads at 14 Amps full load 84 Amps locked rotor
load , and the limit switch presumably an oil or gas burner can handle up to 8 Amps full load 48
Amps locked rotor load. Each furnace manufacturer will provide instructions of where, on their
system, the air temperature should be monitored for control purposes. The reason the control
manufacturer warns that the control tip should not touch any internal surfaces of the furnace is
that doing so can cause improper reading of furnace air temperatures or could damage the
control or prevent free movement of the bimetallic spring in response to temperature changes.
Of course if you are replacing an old control that has failed, just mount the control in the same
location that held the prior unit. When replacing an old furnace limit control, make sure that the
new control has a sensing tip of the same length as the unit being replaced. Otherwise the new
control may not work safely. The manufacturer provides details for surface mounting,
rigid-bracket mounting, or swivel-mounting of the control. Which of these methods you choose
depends on what mounting is needed to place the sensor probe in the proper location in the air
plenum. This control can be wired to serve as a safety LIMIT switch on a furnace by wiring just
the limit terminals on the control. When the device is used both to control a furnace fan on-and
off as well as serve as a LIMIT switch, then all four terminals are used. The Line power in wire is
connected to the lower right push-in terminal, and the Load wire to oil or gas burner is wired to
the upper right push-in terminal. The wiring diagrams shown in more detail below are typical for
wiring the furnace combination control on heating systems. Remember that all electrical wiring

of furnace controls or any other electrical devices must comply with national and local electrical
codes as well as the specifications of the control manufacturer and the furnace manufacturer.
Wires are connected to the control using push-in terminals. A wire strip gauge is provided on
the left side of many versions of this control. The control used for our photos came with
additional push-in terminals Part that can be used to convert the push-in wiring connectors to
screw-terminal connectors. This is a great idea if you expect to be changing wiring from time to
time. Jess Aronstein's research has demonstrated that repeated-use or re-use of push-in type
terminals on electrical receptacles does not provide a very reliable connection. This may be true
for this control as well. Cam-Stat is a division of Supco. In most applications in the U. The
left-illustration shows normal wiring for this set-up. The fan or furnace blower motor is
controlled by the two left connections green dots ; the furnace limit switch which will turnoff the
burner if the temperature limit is reached is controlled by the two right connections red dots.
Here the furnace limit switch is controlling a line-voltage device. The colored triangles refer to
notes given below. The right-hand illustration above shows the wiring for controlling line
voltage when the jumper or pull out tab has been removed. You can see that in effect the
installer in effect is replacing the missing jumper by installing a common wire to both terminals
on either side of the contacts where the jumper was removed. This important detail permits this
control to be used to control line voltage V devices even if the jumper has been removed or the
paper pull-out tab on older controls has been lost. Additional installation details for this control
in the latest form are available from Honeywell cited below. To prepare the LB furnace control
for use in a low-voltage application typically 24VAC , simply remove the small red cardboard tab
shown at left or break off the copper jumper between the two contacts in the same location on
newer models of this control. The brass jumper is the breakaway type. It must be removed when
the limit is used in the low voltage circuit. To remove jumper, break with a needlenose pliers
and remove completely. Once removed, it is not replaceable. If you make a mistake and remove
this tab and then realize that you need to use this control to handle line voltage V or V you can
simply install a jumper wire as we show in the right-hand illustration just above on this page. I
installed a new fan limit switch but in my rush I missed removing the brass jumper for low
voltage. Do i need to buy and replace the limit switch again? I've checked the fuses and
replaced both but still wont work. Dennis, I'm sorry to have to play it safe, but reading
Honeywell's warning that the control could be damaged, I just wouldn't take a chance. Watch
out : A problem is that just as a bent spring can change how a switch performs, internal damage
could be subtle and not visible, but the fan limit may not perform safely. Certainly you can go
through the recommended fan limit switch test procedures described above on this page to
confirm that the swtich is doing what it is intended to do. If you are still concerned I'd repalce
the switch rather than take a chance or lose sleep over it. The diagram at left shows how to wire
the Honeywell LB combination furnace control when it is used to control low-voltage
equipment. This tab is found protruding from the control near the center of the bottom of its
face. You'll see embossed on the control above this tab the words "Remove for Low Voltage".
Newer versions of this control have a brass jumper in the same location. The brass jumper is
broken off for low-voltage use and is not replaceable once it has been removed. The furnace
limit switch which will turnoff the burner if the temperature limit is reached is controlled by the
two right connections red dots. Here the furnace limit switch is controlling a low-voltage device
such as a heating furnace gas valve. Before wiring this or any control be sure to obtain the
latest data from the manufacturer of the control and the furnace on which it is to be installed.
Additional installation details for the Honeywell LB Combination Fan Limit control in the latest
form are available from Honeywell. Burner should come on and limit controller should shut
burner off when plenum temperature reaches the limit set point. Turn off power, reconnect the
fan switch, turn on power and again set thermostat to call for heat. Label all wires prior to
disconnection when servicing controls. Wiring errors can cause improper and dangerous
operation. Do not use on circuits exceeding specified voltages. Higher voltages will damage
control and could cause shock or fire hazard. If in doubt about whether your wiring is millivolt,
low or line voltage, have it inspected by a qualified heating and air conditioning contractor or a
licensed electrician. Note that the jumper is remoed for use with low voltage equipment, also
adapted from the White Rodgers 5D51 installation instructions cited here. Thanks for a critical
question, John as we've all pushed a wire into the wrong connector from time to time. Watch
out : Warning about wiring fan limit switches or other controls in reversed polarity:. I don't know
what specific fan limit switch you are using reverse wiring effects and I suspect that the risk of
damage from wiring in reverse polarity is manufacturer and model-dependent as well as
dependent on an additional detail I'll note. Here are some general remarks:. Most switches will
"work" 'when wired in reverse polarity or "backwards" in that they turn-on or off the switched
device as needed. Polarity is a term which is used to describe the relationship between the load

and line connections in a multicircuit switch. Take a set of contacts with terminals that are made
electrically common. If a line to line short circuit does not occur, these contacts are said to be
connected to the same polarity. If a line to line short circuit does occur the contacts are said to
be of opposite polarity. Some limit switches have their sets of contacts isolated from each other
on the same pole. They are said to have electrically isolated outputs and are labeled as such.
Most devices, however, do not have isolated sets of contacts on the same pole and care must
be taken to observe polarity. In some electronic devices leaving a live connection to the side of
a circuit that's normally not energized can sometimes cause damage to a circuit or circuit board
- a classic example is the effect of stray currents on the neutral wire in a circuit that damage an
appliance or trip an AFCI. When wired improperly the heating system is also unsafe. For
example as you'll see in the Honeywell schematic I include below, if you reverse line and load
wiring you are keeping the motor and other parts of the system always "energized" - that
condition, combined with any of a number of errors or events, could shock someone. On L,
connect the fan motor to the bottom terminal marked LOAD ; connect limit switch, if wired in the
line voltage circuit, to the upper right terminal. Jim, Many home heating furnace blower fans run
only at one speed. Some have a multi-speed fan that runs at different speeds under control of
the circuit board in the air handler, depending on whether or not you are in heating or in cooling
mode. Some air handler circuit boards indeed include little dip switches or jumper pins that
allow the service technician to set the fan speed s if the fan motor supports them. PDF Give me
the brand and model of your air handler and I will look for its specific instructions. Revised Joe
The fan comes on after the plenum is warmed. Not before - on a heating application. Otherwise
the unit would blow cold air on occupants. When I turn on the power, the blower fan started
running for minutes, the hot surface igniter light up red hot, the burners ignited while the blower
kept running. Everything seemed to work fine. A few days later, the FAU stopped working.
Shouldn't the surface igniter becomes red hot first, then the burners light and run for a few
minutes, before the blower starts running to push the hot air up into the unit? What should I test
to see why the FAU stopped working? Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments National Fuel Gas Code Z Catalog
XHO Reprinted Instructional Technologies Institute, Inc. Excellent tips on spotting problems on
oil-fired heating equipment. Honeywell Form Number , residential division. Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. At Pineview Woodstoves, we offer complete installation, including delivery
and trenching. The customer is responsible for preparing the place where the unit is to be set.
Just make sure it's level. We hire a third party with a power trencher to do the trenching, and we
lay the line. We can connect your outdoor wood boiler to almost any existing heating system,
including forced air, radiant in floor heat, radiators, or hydronic base boards. We can also
connect to your hot tub, swimming pool, or domestic water heater. Contact us for a free
installation estimate. Pump Placement - Back of Boiler vs. In Your Building. Ceiling Heat Loss
Calculations. Choosing the Right Size of Pipe. Plumbing In Your Plate Exchanger. Air Handler
Installation Illustration. Unit Heater Installation Diagram. Backup Boiler in Pressurized System
Diagram. Flushing Your Plate Exchanger - Diagram. Radiator in a Forced Air Furnace Diagram.
Slab Heating - Injection Mixing - Diagram. This outdoor wood boiler installation guide is
intended to be exactly what it is, a guide. Always be certain your installation abides by the local
codes and regulations of the governing bodies for your location. In most cases, the best place
for the pump is in the weather proof enclosure at the outdoor furnace. Is your outdoor furnace
higher or lower than where you need to send the main supply line to your building? If the
bottom of the outdoor furnace is lower than the entry point of the supply line to the building, the
pump should always be located in the weather proof enclosure at the outdoor furnace. If the
bottom of the furnace is higher than the entry point of the supply line to the building, then the
best place for the pump is most often in the weather proof enclosure at the outdoor furnace. In
this case you may also locate the pump in the building being heated if the layout falls within the
following criteria. In an open system, you have to be sure to maintain as much pressure as
possible on the intake of the circulation pump. Any piping on the intake side of the pump
creates a certain amount of pressure drop. An outdoor furnace has a required minimum flow
rate that must be circulating at all times. The hottest fluid, being less dense, rises to the highest
point in the water jacket. Without sufficient flow this fluid is heated past the safety limit setting

on the furnace and often the high limit switch will cut the power until the temperature has
cooled sufficiently. The minimum flow rate ensures that the fluid in the furnace is properly
mixed for a relatively even temperature throughout the water jacket. This allows the controls to
sense an accurate fluid temperature and provides the best heat transfer and distribution to the
connected buildings. The amount of flow will depend on the model of furnace. To calculate this
use the flowing formula. Typically between 20 and 30 F. Be sure to properly size the piping and
pumps to deliver the required minimum flow for the furnace. If the total flow supplying your
buildings does not meet the requirements it is necessary to pipe a by-pass loop at the back of
the furnace. Essentially this involves installing an additional pump which pulls water from a hot
supply connection and returns it directly to a cold return connection. This pump and pipe must
be sized to deliver enough flow to bring the total flow rate of all the circuits up to the minimum
flow rate. An example of a by-pass loop is shown below. Automatic and Manual Air Vents are
two typical types used. Air is always an enemy in any hydronic heating system, but even more
so in an open system. The location of the air eliminators in the heating system is critical in how
effective, or hindering, they may be. A properly placed air vent should allow for quick and
simple removal of the air upon initial commissioning of the system and for easy inspection or
service at a later date. Typically an air vent is located wherever the fluid in the system flows
horizontally and then turns to go down. At that point use a tee in place of an elbow and install
the air vent on the top of the tee. Should an air vent ever be installed on the intake side of a
pump? If the pump is located at the outdoor furnace then there should be no need for an air
vent on the intake of the pump. The piping should be simply routed from the connection at the
furnace down or horizontally into the pump. If the pump is in the building it should be
positioned so that, if at all possible, there are no air entrapment points in the piping before the
pump. If this cannot be avoided, then an air vent may be installed at the air entrapment point on
the intake side of the pump if the location of the vent is at least two feet lower than the water
level in the outdoor furnace. If this vent is opened when the pump is on, it may draw air in
through the vent and add to the air problems in your system. When servicing more than one
heating load in a system, the order you supply each demand is quite important. When a heating
system is designed it is important that this temperature drop be taken into account in order for
each component in the system to meet its demand. The typical order is as follows:. Typical
design temperature required is F. Finned copper tube design. A radiator installed in the plenum
of a forced air furnace or a fan unit with a radiator built in. A floor heat system that is hung with
clips or transfer plates to the underside of a floor, in a wall, or even a ceiling. In this method the
piping radiates its heat through the air surrounding the piping and then into the room through
the floor, wall, or ceiling. Aluminum heat transfer plates may also be used in this method to
boost the performance in high heat loss areas. A special stainless steel or titanium heat
exchanger may be used to heat the pool or hot tub water. A piping system embedded in a
concrete floor such as a basement, garage, or workshop. A floor covered with a topping pour of
gyp-crete or concrete would also fall into this category. Typical design temperature required is
80 F. A piping system designed to melt and evaporate snow and ice from outdoor areas such a
sidewalks, driveways, or decks. This piping may be embedded in concrete or hung in staple up
fashion depending on the application. Typical design temperature required is 40 F. When
designed properly, this enables the maximum amount of heat to be extracted from a minimal
amount of flow from the outdoor furnace. Less piping, smaller piping, smaller pumps and lower
heat loss. That translates into money saved in both initial set-up and long term operating costs.
If we look at the last two items in the Order of Operations list above we see that the water
temperature required for slab heating a basement, workshop, or snow melt area is significantly
lower than what we generate from our outdoor furnace. We need to cool that water down before
we send it into the slab. One way to do this is to take heat off the water in other areas before we
supply the floor as laid out in the Order of Operations. But what if those heat loads are satisfied
and are not taking any, or enough, heat off the water? We need to be sure the water temperature
going to these slabs is carefully controlled or several problems can result. If we have floor heat
in our workshop and our thermostat calls for heat and our pump starts feeding F. Very little, for
awhile. Concrete is heavy and it takes a long time to warm that mass up even a few degrees.
The conventional thermostat may call for heat for an hour or so before the floor has warmed up
and heated the room to the point where the thermostat is satisfied. Now what? The thermostat
turns off and the cycle repeats itself, right? If we have been feeding F. This can cause the
temperature to overshoot our thermostat set point by several degrees making the room
uncomfortably hot. Floor heat does not only warm up the air in the room but everything in the
room as well. These objects, and the building structure itself, act as another heat storage mass.
These objects slowly release their heat to the room as the building cools down and this can
keep the temperature above the thermostat set point for another period of time. Now our

thermostat calls for heat again but the floor has been off for so long that it has lost a significant
amount of temperature and it will have to run for a lengthy period of time to start contributing
heat to the room. In the mean time the building continues to loose heat and may actually drop
slightly below the the thermostat set point causing things to get a little cool in the room. Now
the cycle repeats itself. This is only one of the adverse effects of supplying water that is too hot
to a floor. Floor coverings may also be damaged as a result of this excessive temperature.
Hardwood floors can dry out, shrink, and crack. Needless to say it is very important to control
the water temperature going into a floor. Can you control the temperature by just slowing the
flow by closing a valve a little? The water will come out of the floor cool but it causes uneven
heating across the floor. The first part of the loop will be excessively hot and the last part of the
loop may not be hot enough. Controlling the fluid flow is not nearly as effective as controlling
the temperature. We need to keep the flow up to the proper rate to provide even distribution of
the heat across the floor and proper conduction from the water through the pipe. There are
several ways to accomplish this, two methods we will look at are using Thermostatic 3 Way
Mixing Valves or Injection Mixing. Thermostatic 3 Way Mixing Valves are basically what they
sound like. A valve with three ports, Hot, Cold, and Mix. Most valves are adjustable from 80 to F.
The Hot port is teed into your primary loop coming from your outdoor furnace. The Mix port
goes to your floor heat pump and then to your supply manifold feeding the floor. The return
manifold from the floor gets teed back into the primary loop down stream of the first tee. The
Cold port on the valve gets teed in-between the return manifold and the tee going back into the
primary loop. These valves work excellent for basements, garages, and smaller workshops as
they are designed for fairly low flow. Once you need more than 4 or 5 gpm you should look at
injection mixing. Injection Mixing is a technique that works beautifully for any system from a
house to an industrial building. The basic costs tend to be higher for this type of system but
there are many added benefits. The primary loop is circulated by the pump at the outdoor
furnace and the injection loop is teed into it. The floor heat loop is circulated by a second pump.
The injection pump pulls high temperature water off the primary loop and blends it into the floor
heat loop. The injection pump is controlled by an injection mixing controller which speeds up or
slows down the pump to maintain the desired water temperature in the floor heat loop. When
the room thermostat calls for heat it activates the injection controller. In the illustration you see
the controller sensor on the pipe downstream of the floor heat pump. There is also a sensor on
the primary loop pipe just before the first injection tee. The controller is programmed to supply
either a constant water temperature to the floor loop or an Outdoor Reset temperature which
changes depending on the outdoor air temperature. Most controller manufacturers allow you to
use a standard wet rotor circulating pump up to a certain horse power as the injection pump.
This is very handy as they are often the same pumps used in the rest of the system. If your floor
heat loop is circulating at 9 gpm your injection pump would need to provide 3 gpm at to F.. The
injection pump pushes the 3 gpm of high temperature water into the floor loop and displaces 3
gpm of cold return water back in the primary loop. This cold water gets mixed with the high
temperature water in the primary loop and is pumped back to the outdoor furnace to be
reheated. The primary loop must be circulating at a flow rate high enough that you have an
acceptable water temperature returning to your outdoor furnace. In order to determine the size
of the outdoor furnace, supply piping, and pump, a heat loss calculation should be done for
each building to be serviced. To be precise, these calculations should be done by trained
technicians, but for rough calculations, a simplified method is shown here. To start you need to
know some basic information about your building and climate conditions. This number can
usually be found by obtaining local weather data for your area on the internet. Gary would like
to install an outdoor furnace to heat his house, attached car garage, and work shop. He needs
to know the heat load of his buildings in order to decide what size of furnace to purchase. The
walls are insulated to an R value and the ceiling to R He heats the shop with radiant floor heat
and has insulated under the slab to an R-5 value. He has double pane windows rated at
approximately R-2 and his doors are about R Gary lives near Minneapolis, MN. Slab temperature
for a shop like this should be about 77 F at outdoor design temperatures. Water table levels and
soil types can change the floor heat loss dramatically. In this case we will assume Gary has a
water table at roughly 8 ft below the floor and has heavy clay soil. If the level were to be much
lower and soil type gravel or sand, divide the Q value by 2 for your Total Floor Heat Loss. His
shop may exchange about half of its air volume every hour. To calculate how much heat he is
loosing through infiltration we use this formula:. This calculation changes dramatically based
on how the area is heated. If his shop is heated with a radiator and fan unit heater the figures
would change considerably. We would loose less heat from the floor but considerably more
heat from the walls, ceiling, and overhead door due to the high air temperatures in the upper
part of the building. In that case, if the thermostat was set for 65 F the ceiling temperature in this

shop could be 75 to 85 F. Properly sized piping and pumps are necessary to supply adequate
heat to a building. Once you have completed your building heat loss calculation you can size
the pipe and pump to supply the heat. There are a couple pieces of information necessary to do
this with success. You will need:. Gary needs to run pipe underground from his outdoor furnace
to the shop to supply the heat. Gary is going to be using insulated Kitec piping to accomplish
this task and has acquired this pressure drop chart showing the flow specifications for the pipe.
Typically between 20 and 40 F. Gary is targeting a 30 F. Delta T for this circuit which is
acceptable for both the outdoor furnace as well as the radiant floor heating system in his shop.
Gary needs 4. When selecting the size of pipe it is important not to go too small or, in some
cases, too big. It is best to target between 2 and 4 feet per second velocity for these primary
lines feeding a building. If your velocity is too high it causes excessive friction between the
water and the pipe which also increases the size of pump required to deliver the amount of
water you need. This higher friction can, in some extreme cases, cause the pipe to erode and
wear out. If the pipe is too big your water velocity drops and you may have trouble getting the
air out of the system on start up as the water will be moving too slow to purge the air. This
would still work but it may be a little tough to flush the air out. We need to know the total
amount of head or pressure drop this whole loop will create in order to size a pump. In order to
obtain this unit of measure, take your psi and multiply it by 2. Gary has 2. Now we know what
size of pipe we are using and how much water we need to carry so we can start the process of
sizing the pump. We need a pump that can produce 4. Now the chart above shows several
models of pumps but many of the smaller ones are not designed for this application. We will
look at the models and We need to plot the point on the chart where our flow rate intersects our
pressure drop in feet of head. On the bottom of the chart is gpm so draw a line straight up from
approximately 4 gpm. Now from the left side draw a line horizontally from roughly 6. Where your
two lines intersect is your pump target. In order for the pump to be able to satisfy your demand
your pump target point must be under the line shown as the pump curve. If we look at the curve
of a pump it can make up to about 11 feet of head at zero flow, and it can move up to 23 gpm at
zero head. We need only 4 gpm at 6. We could also use the and have the potential to overcome
more head if necessary. When choosing a pump you want to be big enough, but not too big. As
the flow rate increases so does the pressure drop feet of head and so here we may actually get
6 or 7 gpm through the loop which only means that our water will come back warmer to the
outdoor furnace. One other thing to keep in mind here is how high you need to lift the water in
the piping loop. If your piping goes higher than the water level in the outdoor furnace you need
to add one foot of head for every foot your pipe is higher than the water level in the furnace.
This is only needed for filling the system as once the pipe is full the weight of the water in the
pipe going down offsets the extra push needed to lift the water up. A common misconception is
that if your piping goes higher than the expansion vent on your outdoor furnace the water will
run out of the top of your expansion vent. This can happen, but is very easy to prevent. If our
pump is sized properly we should be able to close the valve on the return line and, with the
pump running, open the manual air vent and purge any air that has collected there. If the air
vent was then opened air would suck into the vent and allow the water to run back into the
furnace. If the furnace was right full, the water would push out of the expansion vent on the
furnace. Allowing your outdoor furnace to heat your domestic hot water is just one more way of
cutting back on your energy costs. These components often pay for themselves faster than any
other part of the heating system. Brazed plate, or shell and coil, heat exchangers are compact,
safe, and offer very high heat transfer rates. There are a few things to consider before
incorporating one of these units into your domestic water circuit. If you are using any other type
of antifreeze automotive or ethylene based glycol's or any type of additives that may be harmful
for human consumption you need to make some changes. Although heat exchangers are
designed to keep your heating fluid and your domestic water separate, a leak is still possible.
As unlikely as it is, especially when using an outdoor furnace in an open system, a leak could
cause your heating fluid to mix with your domestic water. If you are using the wrong fluid this
can cause harm to humans or animals that consume this domestic water. If you have trouble
with excessive mineral deposits on your faucets and other plumbing fixtures you may also run
into troubles with build up in your plate heat exchanger. You may want to look into a filter or
water softener to help make this option more user friendly. The plate heat exchanger will
normally be the first component in the primary loop after the pump. It is important to mount the
heat exchanger so the longest side is vertical to allow the air to escape without trouble. When
connecting the piping make sure the heating fluid and the domestic water are flowing opposite
directions through the heat exchanger. This is indicated in the diagrams by the arrows on the
unit. When possible, allow the heating fluid side to pump up through the plate and the domestic
water to flow down. The domestic system operates at a higher pressure and has an easier time

flushing the air down and out of the plates. On the domestic side the heat exchanger is piped in
series with the hot water tank. This will force the domestic water through the heat exchanger
before it enters the hot water tank. When operating properly, the water should leave the heat
exchanger at a temperature higher than the hot water tank set temperature for the elements or
burner. The hot water tank should not need to fire unless there is no water usage for an
extended period of time. In this case the tank will slowly loose its heat to the room and the tank
will fire to maintain a desirable temperature and be ready for use at any time. If you need to
by-pass the heat exchanger on the domestic side you may close valve 7A or 7B and open valve
7C. This can cause excessive pressure build up in the plate heat exchanger which may lead to
premature failure. When you notice poor temperature performance from the plate heat
exchanger it may be caused by excessive scale mineral deposits on the plates in the heat
exchanger. In this case the domestic side of the unit may be flushed with a de-scaler to remove
these deposits. Consult the heat exchanger manufacturer for the proper solution used for this
purpose. Thread one end of a short garden hose onto sediment faucet 5A and another onto 5B.
Once the heat exchanger has been cleaned to satisfaction you need to flush the cleaning
solution from the plate heat exchanger. This must be done carefully to avoid contaminating
your domestic water with your flushing solution. The hose attached to sediment faucet 5B
should be routed into an empty pail. This will flush the de-scaler solution into the pail. Allow
this to flush several pails of water. Be sure to dispose of the flushing solution as per
manufacturers instructions. Route the hose from sediment faucet 5A into the pail. This will flush
the heat exchanger backwards with fresh water. Again, be sure to dispose of the flushing
solution as per manufacturers instructions. Typical air handler unit that might be installed in a
garage, workshop, barn, or greenhouse. Typical unit heater that might be installed in a garage,
workshop, barn, or greenhouse. In order to change from using the outdoor furnace to the
backup boiler, simply turn three way ball valve on the intake of the primary loop pump to the
opposite direction. This will prevent the backup boiler from heating the outdoor furnace. If the
outdoor furnace is still operating while the three way valve is in the backup boiler position, it
may cause the outd
vista 21ip wiring diagram
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oor furnace to overheat and possibly boil over. This is very important. If the valves going to the
outdoor furnace are closed, the expansion of the fluid must have somewhere to go or there may
be a rupture in the system. Installing Your Outdoor Wood Furnace. Mix Valves II. Air Leaks III.
Sizing the Pump IV. Before You Start. General Practices. Pump Placement. Minimum Flow
Rates. Air Vents or air eliminators. Order of Operations. Thermostatic 3 Way Mixing Valves.
Injection Mixing. Heat Loss Calculations. Wall Calculation. Window Calculation. Door
Calculation. Ceiling Calculation. Floor Calculation. Infiltration Building air leaks. Variables This
calculation changes dramatically based on how the area is heated. Calculating Pressure Drop.
Sizing the Pump. Domestic Water Heating. Piping a plate heat exchanger for heating domestic
water. Flushing the heat exchanger. Flushing the Heat Exchanger. Illustration Parts Reference.
Air Handler. Unit Heater. Backup Electric Boiler Manual Changeover.

